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State ofldaho

)
) ss.
)

County of Ada

DON C. READING, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:

1.

I am Vice President and Consulting Economist for Ben Johnson Associates, Inc. I

have worked as a Consulting Economist for the company for over 30 years. For most of that
time, I also have served as Vice President.
2.

My resume is set out as Exhibit 6 to the Master Water Plan for the Years 2015 to

2065 (2065 Master Water Plan) prepared by SUEZ Water Idaho Inc. (SUEZ).

3.

In addition to the experience outlined in my resume, I have been actively involved

in a variety of planning activities throughout my career. While teaching at Idaho State
University, I was part of a team that was put together to determine the future needs of the
Bannock Memorial Hospital. During those same years I aided the set-up of the South Eastern
Council of Governments, the first such council of governments in Idaho. Later I was hired by
the City of Pocatello to conduct an economic impact review of a large industrial firm (Bucyrus
Erie) that had purchased the City's old N avy gun plant and was planning to hire several thousand
workers. I have also been involved in the Integrated Resource Plans of a number of utilities,
representing industrial customers, and served on the City of Boise's Climate Protection Program
Advisory Committee. When the Northwest Power Planning Council was formed, I was the
Idaho Public Utilities Commission's representative to the Population Forecasting Committee.
Some years later, the City of Eagle hired me to examine docwnents submitted to support the
annexation of a large development proposed by M3 (now Spring Valley), for its development
north of the City. For the past 14 years, I have been a member of the City of Boise's Public
Works Commission.
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4.

I was retained by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR or

Department) to assist in developing some of the technical aspects of the guidance now found in
the document sometimes known as the RAFN Handbook, which is formally named

Recommendations for the Processing ofReasonably Anticipated Future Needs (RAFN)
Municipal Water Rights at the Time ofApplication, Licensing, and Transfer, by Mat Weaver,
dated March 16, 2015. A copy of the RAFN Handbook is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A.
5.

My work with the Department on the RAFN Handbook concluded in 2010.

6.

In December of 2013, I was retained by SUEZ (then United Water Idaho) to

review the demographic and water demand forecasts conducted by John Church in support of
SUEZ's 2065 Master Water Plan (Church Forecast).
7.

SUEZ sought my evaluation and professional assessment of the reasonableness of

the Church Forecast, including the appropriateness of Mr. Chmch's methodology, the data he
employed, and the reasonableness of the planning horizon. In particular, SUEZ sought my
professional assessment of the extent to which the Church Forecast complied with the RAFN
Handbook.
8.

In undertaking this evaluation, I was provided unlimited access to the data and

documents relied on by Mr. Church, as well as unlimited access to Mr. Church himself. We met
at length on many occasions. This allowed me to obtain a clear understanding of how Mr.

Church approached the Church Forecast. As a result of those discussions and suggestions made

by me, Mr. Church made some adjustments and corrections to the Church Forecast. N one of
those changed the bottom line results in a meaningful way.

9.

Following this extensive review and interaction, I determined that the Church

Forecast and the 50-year planning horizon were reasonable and complied with the RAFN
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Handbook. A report setting out the results of my review is set out as Exhibit 5 to the 2065
Master Water Plan.
10.

I have reviewed the motion for summary judgment and supporting memorandum

filed by the Boise Project Board of Control (Boise Project) in this matter.

11.

The Boise Project states that the 50-year planning horizon employed by the 2065

Master Water Plan and the Church Forecast is not reasonable and that the planning horizon is
inconsistent with the durations of land use planning documents such as Blueprint Boise (Boise's
comprehensive land use plan) and Communities in Motion 2040 (the transportation planning
document issued by COMPASS).

12.

Based on my profes sional knowledge and experience, particularly my experience

in assisting the Department in the development of the RAFN Handbook and reviewing the 2065
Master Water Plan, I believe that SUEZ's 50-year planning horizon is reasonable under the
circumstances, that the planning horizon is not inconsistent with the durations of other land use
planning documents and water demand forecasts in the Treasure Valley, and that the planning
horizon is consistent w ith the guidance found in the RAFN Handbook.

13.

The RAFN Handbook identifies six published water planning references that

support planning horizons of between 10 and 100 years. RAFN Handbook at page 8.

14.

The RAFN Handbook also identifies eleven water planning documents in Idaho.

These have planning horizons ranging between 10 and 55 years. RAFN Handbook at page 8.
Based on these water planning references, the RAFN Handbook concludes that "planning
horizons between 10 and 55 years are the standard amongst the planning profession and in the
actual adoption of planning documents within the State ofldaho." RAFN Handbook at page 8.
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The last of these pertinent planning documents is SUEZ's (then United Water Idaho) Water
Demand Study.
15.

To guard against over-appropriation and speculative water right filings, the RAFN

Handbook notes that planning horizons greater than 20 years can be considered, but only if
"supported by long-term planning documents such as those listed in Table 2 and by
professionally prepared demographlc studies substantiating the duration of the planning horizon
period." RAFN Handbook at page 8.
16.

Indeed, one of the "long-term planning documents such as those listed in Table 2"

is SUEZ's Water Demand Forecast.
17.

The 2065 Master Water Plan is consistent with this guidance. The planning

horizon of 50 years is within the identified range (10 and 55 years) that is the standard
recognized by the planning profession and reflected in actual water planning docwnents. Being
longer than 20 years, the Church Forecast is supported by and consistent with long-term planning
documents and by professionally prepared demographic studies. My report (Exhibit 5 to the
2065 Master Water PJan) details my review of the professionally prepared demographic studies.
18.

The RAFN Handbook also notes: "As a final m easure, the planning horizon

proposed by the applicant must not only be reasonable, but also consistent with the adopted
Comprehensive Plan of the City. This can be interpreted to mean no greater in length than the
planning horizon period associated with the Comprehensive Plan, if no other pertinent planning
documents exist. When another pertinent planning document exists, such as a master water plan,
then the planning document should be consistent with the master plan for the coincident period
of time shared between the planning horizons of both documents." RAFN Handbook at page 9.
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19.

First, it is important to understand that comprehensive plans are adopted for

planning and zoning purposes and to lay out a blueprint of where and how a city or county is
planning to grow, not water rights acquisition to meet long-term future needs. Those are
fundamentally different purposes. Accordingly, comprehensive plans typically have relatively
shorter time horizons (which are only rarely referred to as "planning horizons"). This is
appropriate, because comprehensive plans are intended to guide zoning decisions over relatively
shorter periods. For example, the future land use map might identify an area as agricultural in
today's comprehensive plan, but the next comprehensive plan might modify that area to allow
residential or commercial development. Comprehensive plans are not designed to lock in zoning
other land use planning for many decades. In contrast, the purpose ofRAFN analysis and the
acquisition of sufficient water rights to meet those needs is an inherently long-term undertaking.
Limiting the ability of municipal providers to acquire future needs water rights based on the
timeframe of a comprehensive plan, frankly, makes no sense.
20.

I believe this is why the RAFN Handbook recognizes that such an interpretation

(limiting RAFN planning to the timeframe of the comprehensive plan) is only one possible
interpretation and, in any event, is inapplicable where another pertinent planning document "such
as a master water plan" exists. Here the 2065 Master Water Plan is another pertinent planning
document and its 50-ycar planning horizon should not be limited by any shorter time:frame
identified in any comprehensive plan.
21.

That said, the RAFN quantity (as opposed to the duration of the planning horizon)

must not be inconsistent with applicable comprehensive plans. Idaho Code§ 42-202B(8). For
instance, if a comprehensive plan identifies an area as agricultural or low-density development,
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the RAFN analysis cannot assume that it will become more dense, even if the RAFN forecast has
a longer time horizon than the comprehensive plan.
22.

Based on my review of the Church Analysis, my genera] familiarity with

comprehensive plans in the Treasure Val1ey, and my extensive discussions with John Church, it
appears to me that the Church Forecast contained in the 2065 Master Water Plan is consistent

with the land use visions of applicable comprehensive plans of Ada County and the cities served
by SUEZ.
23.

Moreover, I note that the Church Forecast is consistent with other comprehensive

plans during their timeframes in that the Church Forecast relies on the same underlying data

(U.S. Census data and COMPASS data and forecasts) employed in those comprehensive plans.
24.

In addition, other pertinent documents that exist here, including the TV CAMP

Future Water Demand Study, have SO-year planning horizon&and are consistent with the 2065
Master Water Plan. The details of this analysis are in my report attached to the 2065 Master
Water Plan.
25.

Finally, the 2065 Master Water Plan's 50-year planning horizon is not

unreasonable. Although 50 years is a long planning horizon, it is well within the standard in the
water planning realm. Of course, no economist believes that future demand can be predicted
with complete accuracy that far out. But that is not a reason not to plan for the future, particular
where municipal providers have an obligation to secure a limited resource- water rights-to
meet whatever demand comes.
26.

Such long-term planning is also critical in aIJowing Idaho as a State to protect its

share of this common resource vis-a-vis other states, who assuredly are planning we11 into the
future.
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27.

Concern over the inherent inability to predict the future with precision is

ameliorated in this case by SUEZ's proposed reopener clause, which would allow reexamination of future needs and even open the door to forfeiture of that portion of the portfolio
that could no longer be justified to meet the next 50 years. This reopener provision strongly adds
to the reasonableness of the 50-year planning horizon.
DATED this 4 th day of April, 2018.

By-~.d~~
3 ~'
Don C. Reading

Subscribed and swom_to before me this 4th day April, 2018.

Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I JJER EBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of April, 2018, the foregoing was filed, served,
and copied as shown below. Service by email is authorized by the Hearing Officer's Order of
September 11, 2017 at page 3.

DOCUMENT FILED:
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
322 East Front Street
Boise, ID 83 702

•~
•D
•

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight MaH
Facsimile
E-mail

SERVICE COPIES TO PROTESTANTS, INTERVENORS, AND INTERESTED
PARTIES:
Stephan L. Burgos
Director
Public Works Department
CITY OF BOISE

PO Box 500
Boise, ID 83701-0500
Facsimile: 208-433-5650
s burgos@ci tyo Ibo ise.org
lla nd delivery or overnight mail:
150 N Capitol Blvd, City Hall #1
Boise, ID 83702
(For the City of Boise, intervenor in support)
Abigale R. Germaine, Esq.
Assistant City Attorney
City Attorney's Office
CITY OF BOISE

PO Box 500
Boise, ID 83701-0500
Facsimile: 208-384-4454
agermaine@cityofboise.org
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
150 N Capitol Blvd
Boise, ID 83 702
(For the City ofBoise, intervenor in support)

D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

••D

U.S. Mail
Hand D elivered

•
•~

D

[gJ

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail
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Chris M. Bromley, Esq.
McHugh Bromley PLLC
380 S 4th St, Ste 103
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: 208-287-0864
cbromley@mchughbromley.com
(For the City of Boise, interven-0r in support)

John Roldan, P.E.
Strategic Water Resources Manager
Public Works Department
CITY OF BOISE

PO Box 500
Boise, ID 83701-0500
Facsim ile: 208-433-5650
jroldan@cityoJboise.org
Hand delivery or overnight mail :
150 N Capitol Blvd
Boise, TD 83702
(For the City ofBoise, intervenor in support)
Warren Stewart, P.E.
City Engineer
Public Works Department
C ITY OF MERIDIAN

33 E Broadway Ave, Ste 200
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-898-9551
wstewart@mcridiancity.org
(For the City of Meridian, intervenor in support)
Dale Bolthouse
Director
Public Works Department
CITY OF MERIDIAN
33 E Broadway Ave, Ste 200
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-898-9551
dbolthouse@merjdiancity.org
(For the City of Aderidian, intervenor in support)

•
••
•~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

D

U.S. Mail

••
•t8'J

•D
•D

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

U. S. Mail

t8'J

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

•
•D
•!ZI

U. S. M ail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail
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Warren Stewart
Engineering Manager
Public Works Department
CITY OF MERJDIAN

33 E Broadway Ave, Ste 200
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-898-95 51
dbolthouse@meridLancity.org
(For the City ofJv/eridian, intervenor in support)
Kyle Radek, P.E.
Assistant C ity Engineer, Engineering Division
Public Works Department
CITY OF MERJDIAN

33 E Broadway Ave, Ste 200
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-898-955 l
kradek@meridiancity.org
(For the City ofNferidian, intervenor in support)
Garrick Nelson
Staff Engineer II
Public Works Department
CITY OF MERIDIAN

33 E Broadway Ave, Ste 200
Meridian, ID 83642
Facsimile: 208-898-9551
gnelson@meridianci .org
(For the City of Meridian, intervenor in support)

•••
•IZJ

U. S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

••
•
•~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

••
••
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

••
••IZJ

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

ty

Charles L. Honsinger, Esq.
HONSINGER LAW, PLLC

PO Box 517
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: 208-908-8065
honsLngcrlaw@ gmail.com
(For the City oj'Nferidian, intervenor in support)
Brent Orton, P .E., MSC
Public Works Director, City Engineer
CJTY OF CALDWELL

621 East Cleveland Blvd.
Caldwell, ID 83605
Facsimile: 208-455-3012
bo1ton@cityofcaldwell.org
(For the City of Caldwell, intervenor in support)

••
••
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail
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Christopher E. Yorgason, Esq.
Middleton City Attorney
Y 0RGAS0N LAW OFFICES, PLLC
6200 N Meeker Pl
Boise, ID 83713
Facsimile: 208-375-3271
chTis@yorgasonJaw.com
(For the City ofJvfiddleton, protestant)
Cherese D. McLain, Esq.
MOORE, SMITH, B UXTON & T URCKE, CHARTERED

950 W Bannock St, Ste 520
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: 208-331 - 1202
cdm@msbtlaw.com
(For the Star Sewer & Water District, intervenor in
support, and/or the City of Eagle, interested party)
S. Bryce Farris, Esq.
Andrew J. Waldera, Esq.
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC

PO Box 7985
Boise ID 83 707
Facsimile: 208-629-7559
bryce@sawtoothlaw.com
andy@sawloothla w. com
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
1101 W River St, Ste 110
Boise ID 83702
(}or Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District and
Setl!ers Irrigation District, protestants)
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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E-mail

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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E-mail
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Albert P. Barker, Esq.
Shelley M. Davis, Esq.
B ARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP
PO Box 2 139
Boise, ID 83701-21 39
Facsimile: 208-344-6034
apb@idahowaters.com
smd@idahowaters.com
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
1010 W Jefferson, Ste 102
Boise, ID 83702

0

D
D

0

[g)

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

(For Boise Project Board ofControl, Big Bend
Irrigation District, Boise-Kuna Irrigation District,
and Wilder Irrigation District, protestants)
R ichard T. Roats, Esq.
City Attorney
CITY OF KUNA

PO Box 13
Kuna, ID 83634
Facsimile: 208-922-5989
rroats@kunaID.gov
kunaattorney@icloud.com

0

D
0

D

[g)

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

(For the City ofKuna, interested party)
Bob Bachman
Public Works Director
CITY OF KUNA

PO Box 13
Kuna, ID 83634
Facsimile: None
bbachrnan@kunaID.gov
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
6950 S Ten Mile Rd
Meridian, ID 83634

D
D

0
0

~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

(For the City of Kuna, interested party)
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COURTESY COPIES TO IDWR AND OTHER NON-PARTIES:
James Cefalo
Hearing Officer
Eastern Regional Office
Idaho Department of Water Resources
900 North Skyline Dr., Ste. A
Idaho Falls ID 83402-6105
Facsimile: 208-525-7177
j ames.cefalo@idwr.idaho.gov

••
••
[g]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Sharla Cox
Administrative Assistant
Eastern Regional Office
Idaho Department of Water Resources
900 North Skyline Dr., Ste. A
Idaho Falls ID 83402-6105
Facsimile: 208-525-7177
sharla.cox@idwr.idaho.gov

•••
D
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

••
D
•[XI

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Kimi White
Paralegal
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Facsimile: 208-287-6700
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
322 E Front St
Boise, ID 83702
Garrick L. Baxter, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
}DAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Facsimile: 208-287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
322 E Front St
Boise, JD 83702

••
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~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail
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Emmi Blades, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
Facsimile: 208-287-6700
emmi. b lades@idwr. idaho. gov
Hand delivery or overnight mail:
322 E Front St
Boise, ID 83702
Nick Miller, P.E.
Manager
Western Regional Office
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
2735 Airport Way
Boise, ID 83705-5082
Facsimile: 208-334-2348
nick.miller@idwr.idaho.gov
Sarah A. Klahn, Esq.
White & Jankowski, LLP
511 Sixteenth St, Ste 500
Denver, CO 80202-4224
sarahk@white-j ankowski. com
Facsimile: (303) 825-5632
(For the City of Pocatello, withdrawn)
Kathleen Marion Carr, Esq.
Office of the Field Solicitor
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
960 Broadway Ave, Ste 400
Boise, ID 83 706
Facsimile: 208-334-1918
kathleenmarion.carr@sol.doi.gov
(For the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, withdrawn)
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E. Gail McGarry
Program Manager, Water Rights & Acquisitions
U.S. B UREAU OF RECLAMATION
Pacific Northwest Regional Office
11 50 N Curtis Rd
Boise, ID 83706-1234
Facsimile: 208-378-5305
emcgany@usbr.gov
(For the US. Bureau ofReclamation, withdrawn)

••
•D

Matt J . Howard, Esq.
Water Rights Analyst
U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Pacific Northwest Regional Office
1150 N Curtis Rd
Boise, ID 83 706-1234
Facsimile: 208-3 78-5305
mhoward@usbr.gov
(For the US. Bureau ofReclamation, withdrawn)

D

Paul L. Arrington, Esq.
Director
Idaho Water Users Association
1010 W Jefferson St, Ste 101
Boise, ID 83702
FacsirnUe: 208-344-2744
paul@iwua.org
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Exhibit A

RAFN HANDBOOK
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Regional Offices
Water Allocation Bureau

FROM:

Mat Weaver

RE:

Recommendations for the Processing of Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs (RAFN)
Municipal Water Rights at the Time of Applicat ion, Licensing, and Transfer

DATE:

March 16, 2015

t4J

Application Processing No. 74
Permit Processing No. 20
License Processing No. 13
Transfer Processing No. 29
See attached Amended RAFN Municipal Water Right Handbook

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Recommendations for the Processing of Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs
(RAFN) Municipal Water Rights at the Time of Application, Licensing, and Transfer
March 201S
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1.

Introduction

This docume nt is intended to provide guidance and support to Idaho Department of Water Resources (the
Department) staff in evaluating and processing applications for reasonably anticipated future needs (RAFN)
water rights and can be used to provide assistance to applicants seeking RAFN water rights throughout the
application, permit, license, and transfer processes. Guidance does not have the force and effect of law.
Rather, it is designed to serve as a primary reference tool to assist agency staff and to assist those impacted by
agency actions to comply with the law. The appendix includes a number of resources and support items
related to RAFN analysis including the following: "Municipal Water Right Permit Evaluation" checklist (Item 5),
which can be utilized by the applicant when applying for RAFN water rights; methods for estimating residential
demand (Item 3); and a detailed example of the determination of RAFN for a small community that
implements the methodology described in this document (Item 6).
RAFN vs. non-RAFN Prior to 1996, common law practices allowed municipalities to establish water rights
greater than immediate needs. The 1996 Municipal Water Rights Act provided a statutory process for
establishing a municipal water supply for reasonably anticipated future needs (RAFN). The 1996 Municipal
Water Rights act was codified in Idaho Statutes in the form of amendments to Idaho Code (I.e.) §42-202, the
addition of I.C. §42-202B, amendments to I.C. §42-217, amendments to I.C. §42-219, and amendments to I.C.
§42-222. A key distinction of the RAFN right is the allowance of components of the water right, namely the
diversion rate, to be perfected without physically completing diversion and use in establishing beneficial use
during the development period of the permit.
There are times when a municipal provider will choose to file an application to appropriate water solely for use
to meet needs in the near-term (up to five years) without the burden of demonstrating future needs over an
established planning horizon. This type of municipal water right has been t ermed a non-RAFN municipal right.
Municipal water rights that are not defined as RAFN In conditional language are by default non-RAFN water
rights. Application Processing Memo #18 presents and discusses the distinctions between both types of
municipal water rights and provides guidance to Department staff for processing permits and determining
extent of beneficial use for licensing of non-RAFN municipal water right permits. It is not the intent of this
document to repeat or duplicate the material presented in AP Memo #18. The focus of this document will be
on RAFN municipal water rights. When a water right application has been determined to be for a non-RAFN
municipal beneficial use, Department staff should consult AP Memo #18 for processing guidance.
In addition to water rights with a designated municipal beneficial use, municipal providers may also own water
rights for non-municipal uses such as domestic, irrigation, commercial, etc. These water rights are often
associated with uses such as parks, golf courses, cemeteries, and buildings that are not directly connected to a
municipal provider's primary municipal water delivery system. These water rights are sometimes acquired
from previous non-municipal water right holders w ith the acquisition of land by the municipality. In other
instances they may have been developed directly by the municipal provider for a demand not distributed
throughout the entire existing water service area, or not otherwise qualified as a municipal use. When
conducting a review of a municipal provider's suite of water rights, these water right s should be considered
along with any existing water rights used for municipal needs, and any evaluation of RAFN should take into
consideration beneficial use already being met by these types of water rights.
Types of Municipal Providers
Idaho Code §42-202 provides, in relevant part:
An application proposing an appropriation of water by a municipal provider for reasonably anticipated
future needs shall be accompanied by sufficient information and documentation to establish that the
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applicant qualifies as a municipal provider and that the reasonably anticipated future needs, the
service area and the planning horizon are consistent with the definitions and requirements specified in
thls chapter.
Idaho Code §42-2028(5} defines three types of municipal providers:
a)

A mun'icipality t hat provides water for municipal purposes {i.e. incorporated cities);

b) Any corporation or association ho lding a franchise to su pply water for municipa l purposes, or a
political subdivision of the state of Idaho authorized to supply water for municipal purposes, and
which does supply water, for municipal purposes to users within its service area (e.g. Water and
Sewer Dist ricts; United Water Idaho, a privat e company that su pplies public drin king water t o
much of Ada County}; or
c)

A corporation or association which supplies water for municipal purposes through a water system
regulated by the state of Idaho as a "public water supply" as described ln I.C. § 39-103(12), Idaho
Code. (e.g. developers; subdivision home owner associations).
1

As set forth in M 3 Eagle Final Amended Order (M3 Final Amended Order) a corporation or association seeking
to qualify as a municipal provider under subsection c above for RAFN must qualify as a municipal provider at
t he time applicat ion is considered by the Department. In ot her words, at the time of application, the applicant
must already su pply water for municipal purposes through a water system that is regulated by t he state of
Idaho as a public water supply. It is insufficient for the applicant to merely be "ready, willing, and able" to be a
municipal p rovider once the permit is issued.
2.

Evaluating Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs

This section outlines and develops a fundamental protocol that should be considered by the applicant and
Department staff in evaluating reasonably ant icipated future water needs for qualified municipal providers.
As discussed above, Idaho law allows a municipal provider to secure water rights for RAFN purposes without
relying on immediate diversion and use to establish beneficial use. For a qualified municipal provider, a RAFN
estimate has fourfundamental components:
Service Area (1.C. §42-202B (9)),
Planning Horizon (1.C. §42-2028 {7)),
Population Projections within the Plan ning Horizon, and
Water Demand (necessary to serve the populat ion du ring t he planning horizon throughout the
service area)
This protocol explains each one of these four com ponents in order, and then describes how they should be
used t o evaluate a municipal provider's RAFN.
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is important t o recognize at the outset that a conservative standa rd may be appropriate in estimating future
needs to justify a RAFN water right, especially in instances where there is a weighing of public interest in an
area of recognized limited water supply. There may be a difference between the supply of water sufficient to
sustain an urban population and the supply desirable to keep future operating costs low or to provide
aesthetic amenities.

1

Amended Final Order of the Departm en t in t he matter of application to appropriate water no. 63-32573 In the name of M3
Eagle LLC dated January 25, 2010.
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Service Area
Idaho Code §42-2028 (9) defines the service area for a municipality as follows:
"Service area" means that area within which a municipal provider is or becomes entitled or
obligated to provide water for municipal purposes. For a municipality, the service area shall
correspond to \ts corporate limits, or other recognized boundaries, including changes therein,
after the permit or license is issued. The service area for a municipality may also include areas
outside its corporate limits, or other recognized boundaries, that are within the municipality's
established planning area if the constructed delivery system for the area shares a common
water distribution system with lands located within the corporate limits. For a municipal
provider that is not a municipality, the service area shall correspond to the area that it is
authorized or obligated to serve, including changes therein after the permit or license is
issued.
For a municipal provider, Idaho code requires the RAFN service area to be contained within the municipality's
"established planning area" (1.C. §42-2028 (9)) minus "areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use
plans" (1.C. §42-202B (8)).
For smaller widely-separated cities, t he concern of overlapping comprehensive land use plans Is not typically
an issue. For these cities to justify a proposed future service area, the applicant should provide evidence of
existing "corporate lim its" and "other recognized boundaries" (I.C. §42-2028 (9)). Idaho Code §50-102
requires the establishment of corporate limits (recorded metes and bounds description of the incorporated
area) in association with the incorporation of a city. These limits are established with the counties within
which the city is located. Where the applicant is a city, copies of corporate limits should be provided by the
applicant. As necessary, staff can cross check corporate limits by obtaining the boundary directly from the city,
governing counties, or the state. In addition, the Department maintains a spatial data layer delineating all
incorporated cities and their respective city limits within the State of Idaho. This data layer is based on U.S.
Census data that is updated every ten years. This data layer can be a good place to start in determining
corporate limits, but there is a chance it may not represent the most current boundary, and, when the
applicant is a city, staff should always obtain a current delineation of the corporate limits from the RAFN
applicant or permit holder at the time of permitting and licensing. The purpose of this current boundary
information is to facilitate the Department's review of the proposed RAFN service area.
Other recognized boundaries can include areas of impact, utility service planning areas, or other unique
planning areas, provided they have been legitimately adopted by the municipality with verifiable records, as
"established planning area[s)" consistent with I.C. §42-2028 (9). Idaho Code §67-6526 in the Local Land Use
Planning statutes requires that Incorporated cities provide a map "identifying an area of city impact within the
unincorporated area of the county". In addition, LC. §67-6508 requires the creation, adoption, and ongoing
update of a comprehensive plan for any incorporated city. The comprehensive plan will typically include maps
identifying incorporated limits, areas of city impact, and other legitimate planning boundaries.
For types band c municipal providers, the " established planning area(s)'' language does not apply. Rather, the
applicant may submit an approved preliminary plat or other approved planning type documents, Public Utility
Commission approval documents, Idaho Department of Environmental Quality public drinking water system
approval documents, irrigation district and water and sewer district annexation plan, or other official
documents which demonstrate a RAFN service area within which the applicant has the authority or obligation
to provide water.
Idaho Code §42-2028 (8) states, "Reasonably anticipated future needs shall not include uses of water within
areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans." When evaluating a proposed RAFN service
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area where two or more municipal providers abut one another, the applicant should research adjacent
communit y planning areas to confirm that overlaps in competing planning areas specific to water service do
not exist. If overlaps in comprehensive land use planning areas specific to water service do exist between two
dlfferent municipal providers, the area of overlap cannot be included in the proposed RAFN service area under
consideration. As an example, if a subd ivision intersects the planning boundaries of two separate municipal
providers, and both entities indicate in their comprehensive land use plans the intent to serve the same
subdivision with water, then neither entity can include the subdivision in a proposed RAFN water service area
until the conflict has been resolved and one of the two entities relinquishes water service to the other.
However, in another example, if an overlap exists in the comprehensive land use plans of two mu nicipal
providers, but only one plan addresses water service, and the other plan acknowledges that water service is
provided by the other entity, then the area of overlap can be included in the RAFN service area of the entity
providing water service.
When the applicant is a municipality w ith multiple municipal water service providers within its city limits or
area of impact, the applicant should no rmally exclude the existing service areas of other municipal providers
from the RAFN service area under consideration. However, if the RAFN applicant presents a sound argument
and supporting evidence for the inclusion of competing existing water service areas within its own RAFN
service area, Department staff may include t hem in the final RAFN service area delineation. As an example, if
the systems of two water service providers are cross connected t o allow for one system to provide water to
the other during t imes of emergency, during periods of routine maintenance, or in support of peak water
demands, it would be appropriate t o include t his demand in t he RAFN analysis of the municipality t hat is
providing water to the second water service provider, provided the established need is not already covered by
an existing water right. If the established need is covered by an existing water right, a unique combined used
limitation condition detailing t he wat er supply relationship should be considered.
In conclusion, RAFN service areas should be delimited to include all existing contiguous and non-contiguous
areas of w ater service (assuming they are combined) and adjacent areas poised for development and likely to
occur within the established plann ing horizon time period. However, the proposed RAFN service area cannot
include areas where water is not provided at the time of application if the proposed RAFN service area Is
overlapped by adjacent land use planning boundaries, or is already included within t he existing service area of
a municipal water provider other t han the municipal provider under consideration. In addit ion, w here the
applicant is a municipality, the proposed RAFN service area cannot include areas where water is not provided
at the time of application if the proposed service area is outside the municipality's currently adopted planning
area. The appendix includes an example of a visual delineat ion of a RAFN service area based on underlying
appurtenant boundaries (appendix Item 2).
Planning Horizon
Idaho Code §42-2026 {7) defines the planning horizon for a municipal provider as follows:

"Planning horizon" refers to the length of time that the department determines is reasonable f or a
municipal provider to hold water rights to meet reasonably anticipated future needs. The length of the
planning horizon may vary according to the needs of the particular municipal provider.
A munici pal provider' s planning horizon is the term of years over w hich it projects its population cha nge and
makes w ater service decisions based on its projection. At the time of application for RAFN municipal water
use, t he appl icant w ill present a plan ning horizon time period, including a specified ending year. Depart ment
staff must evaluate, among other t hings, whether t he proposed planning horizon is reasonable. Some
additional items to consider include:
•

The customary standards of practice for w ater infrastructure planning
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•
•
•

The pla nning period identified in any applicable Comprehensive Plan
Planning periods identified by other applicable planning documents
Regional planning studies

It is important to note t hat the maximum development period for beneficial use associated with a non-RAFN
water right is five years, which can be extended an additional five to ten years for a total of ten to fifteen
yea rs. Therefore, a planni ng horizon of less than five years wou Id not warrant a RAFN water right. The
following table (Table 1} summarizes planning horizon durations as published in six water planning references.
Table 1 - Summary of Published Planning Horizon Periods
Published Reference•

I

Planning Horizon (years)

Fair 1971
10 - 50
Prasifka 1988
10 - 100
< 50
Dzurik 1996
< 50
Baumann 1998
10 - 20
Stephenson 2003
20- 40
AWWA 2007
*Refer lo Bibliography (Appendix Item 1} for reference details.
Table 2 summarizes planning horizons associated with actual water resource planning documents in the State
of Idaho. The references summarized in Table 2 represent a variety of planning documents w ith unique
objectives and planning areas. Some of the values are more applica ble than others for use in comparison to
proposed RAFN planning periods.
Table 2 • Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents
and their Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods
Planning Area
Planning Horizon {years)
Planning Document Type

I

Ada & Canyon Counties
City of Coeur d'Alene
Ci1y of Lewiston
City of Meridian
City of Nampa
City of Pocatello
City of Rexburg
City of Twin Falls
Rathdrum Prairie Aq.
Treasure Valley
United Water Idaho

25
20

20
50
20
10
50
30

50
50
55

IDWR Water Demand Study
Comprehensive Water Plan
Master Water Plan
Master Water Plan
Master Water Plan
Master Water Plan
2008 Water System Tech. Memo
Water Supply Improvement Plan
CAMP Water Demand Projections Study
CAMP Future Water Demand Study
Water Demand Stud~

The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that planning horizons between 10 and 55 years are the standard
amongst the planning profession and in the actual adoption of planning documents within the State of Idaho.
The Department must guard against over-appropriation of the resource and against speculative water right
fi lings. Longer planning horizons increase the level of unce rtainty associated with predicted values and must
be considered by the Department with greater caution. Planning horizons of 15-20 years are generally
reasonable and require little scrut iny unless there is substantiated competition for t he resource or some other
justification for additional scrutiny arises. Planning horizons greater than 20 years can be considered by the
Department, but when proposed they should be supported by long-term planning documents such as those
listed in Table 2 and by professionally prepared demographic studies subst antiating the duration of t he
planning horizon period.
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Idaho Code §42-2028 (8) provides addit ional guidance regarding the evaluation of planning horizons as
follows:

"Reasonably anticipated future needs" refers to future uses of water... reasonably expected to be
required within the planning horizon of each municipality within the service area not inconsistent with
comprehensive land use plans approved by each municipality.
As a final measure, the planning horizon period proposed by the applicant must not only be reasonable, but
also consistent with the adopted Comprehenslve Plan of the City. This can be interpreted to mean no greater
in length than the planning horizon period associated with the Comprehensive Plan, if no other pertinent
planning documents exist. When another pertinent planning document exists, such as a master water plan,
then the planning document should be consiste nt with the master plan for the coincident period of time
shared between the planning horizons of both documents.
Population Projection within the Planning Horizon~
Idaho Code §42-2028 (8) indicates that RAFN should be based on "population and other planning data." To
establish its RAFN, a municipal provider must estimate its future population within its service area at the end
of the planning horizon. For most municipalities, planning and demographic studies of one type or another
have been completed, and often multiple relevant studies exist. At a minimum, Comprehensive Plans usually
address population growth in some form as required by I.C. §67-6508 (b). The U.S. Census Bureau also
provides population and demographic data for most municipa lities in Idaho in a variety of formats. For
communities where appropriate data exists, Department staff should expect the following components and
considerat ions regarding population forecasts to be addressed and discussed in detail by the applicant.
1.

2.

3.

A critical survey of existing contemporary population studies applica ble to the local area to establish
likely upper and lower boundaries for population growth.
Project population using standard technical methods, such as regression, extrapolation, or cohort
survival models. To make extrapolation appropriate, one should account for geography, resource
constraints, economic conditions, and other limiting factors or anticipated events, such as relocation of
a commercial or industrial use.
Compare t he results of the population projections from step 2 to the results of the critical survey from
step 1 and apply professional judgment to evaluate whether the popu lation projections are likely to
occur w it hin the planning horizon and are, therefore, reasonable.

Department staff should scrutinize population growth rates and projections that fall near or outside the upper
boundary established in the crit ical survey. Staff should also scrutinize results based on short term trends in
population growth. Where sufficient data exists population forecasts should be based on a minimum of thirty
years of population data. The U.S. Census Bureau provides decada l populations for every county in Idaho.
Since 1970 the population growth rate of the entire state of Idaho has been 1.91%. The maximum growth rate
in that time was 3.72% in Teton County and t he minimum growth rate was -1.20% in Shoshone County. Since
1970, growth rates in excess of 3.00% were only realized in five cou nties. Growth rates in excess of 2.50%
were realized by less than 14% of Idaho counties. As such, applicants should provide extra justification for
requested growth rates in excess of 2.50% annually.
In some instances when municipal providers are providing water to a rural or unincorporated community,
existi ng population data specific to t he community m ight be difficult to acqu ire or may simply not exist. In

2

The 'Populatio n Projection within the Planning Horizon' section of the RAFN handbook was prepared in conjunction with and
under the review of Don Reading, Ph.D., a consult ing economist with Ben Johnson Associates, Inc.
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other instances the applicant may lack sufficient experience and/or expertise to forecast populations without
assistance. In t hese select cases, the applicant may rely on a population foreca sting tool that has been
3
developed by the Department in M icrosoft Excel to assist in population forecasting . The tool summarizes
dynamic ranges of U.S. Census Bureau population data by county and supports the regression of exponentia l
and linear growth type models to the county census data to allow for the projection or forecasting of fu ture
populations. In addition, the spreadsheet t ool allows for the development of exponent\al and linear
population gro wth rate models based on user input populat ion data. Forecasting conducted with this tool is
only appropriate as a means of last resort and should not be used for communities where specific data and/or
population and demographic studies already exist. The tool may also be useful directly to Department staff as
a means of roughly verifyi ng the popu[ation forecasts made by an applicant, allowing Department staff the
opportunity to "double check" a proposed growth rate or population forecast.
For communities starting from zero or a very small base population, the method of relying on historical or
analogous growth rates may not be applicable. In these instances, reliable growth or build-out projections
provided by the applicant may be considered by the Department.
Water Demand
Water demand is the final component of a RAFN that must be considered and evaluated by Department staff.
Water demand represents the future proj ected water use in a community. Water use can broadly be placed
into two categories: (1) non-residential use and (2) residential use. Non-residential use consists of irrigation of
open common spaces (parks, golf courses, etc.), public facility use, industrial use, commercial use, and any and
all other municipal purposes. Residential use can be further broken down into in-home use, out of home use
(landscape irrigation, car washing, etc.), and fire protection.
To prevent over-appropriation of water, fire protection flow requirements should not be used as justification
for water demand as part of a RAFN application. Per Idaho Code §42-201, "{W}ater may be diverted from a

natural watercourse and used at any time, with or without a water right to extinguish an existing fire on
private or public lands, structures, or equipment, or to prevent an existing fire from spreading to private or
public lands, structures, or equipment endangered by an existing fire ..." If the Department were to allow fire
protection flows to be included in estimating RAFN water demand for municipal purposes, it would resu lt in a
water right for municipal purposes in excess of t he demonstrated cont inuous future needs. Water flow rates
required solely for fire protection may be listed as a separate use on a RAFN application.
Similar to fire protection flows, an additional groundwater point of diversion used to provide redundant supply
to a water distribution system should not be considered as justification for water dem and on a RAFN
application. The Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems require new community systems served by
ground water t o have a minimum of two point s of diversion if they are intended to se rve more than twentyfive connections (IDAPA 58.01.08.501.17). Though t he Department recognizes the necessity and value of
redundant ground water points of diversion, additional capacity associated with the redundant point of
diversion does not constit ute an additional increment of beneficial use, justifying a water right. The Inclusion
of th e diversion capacity associated with a redundant point of diversion in the estimation of RAFN w ater
demand results in a w ater right for municipal purposes in excess of the demonstrated continuous future
needs.
Unaccou nted for water (UAW) makes up a third category of water. UAW is considered the difference between
a water utility's production and its water sales to consum ers. Often municipa l water providers authorize some
t ypes of UAW, including unmetered uses from fire hydrants, street wash ing, main flushing, sewer cleaning and
storm drain flu shing, authorized unmetered connections, and reservoir seepage and evaporation. Examples of

~ The Microsoft Excel file is titled "PopForecastTool.xlsx" and is ava ilable to the applicant from the Department upon request.
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unauthorized UAW include water distribution system leakage, unau thorized use by t heft, abandoned services,
and inaccurate or incorrectly read meters. For typical public water supply systems some engineering
references estimate a minimum of 2.0% UAW ca n be anticipated (Prasifl<a 1988). United Water Idaho
maintains monthly account ing of non-revenue water with values typically reported between 3.0-5.0% (Carr
2009). California Department of Water Resources' Urban Water Use in California Bulletin 166-3 reports that
the largest percentage of cooperating agencies reported approximately 10.0% UAW in their water supply
systems (CDW R 1994). For existing facilities, UAW values greater than 10% should only be approved by t he
Department as part of a water demand analysis, when t he application includes hist orical diversion records and
a technical engineering discussion of the above normal UAW values. For new systems, UAW values greater
than 10% are not acceptable. Planning for UAW values in excess of 10% for a new system is contrary to the
requirement for conservation of the water resources of the st ate.
Residential W at er Demand Forecasting Methodologies
There are a number of standard recognized approaches for forecasting residential water demand (i.e. RAFN)
including j udgment based prediction, time extrapolat ion, disaggregate requirements analysis, single coefficient
model development, multi-coefficient model development, econometric demand model development, or a
hybrid of one or more of these approaches. Of these approaches, judgment based predictions or water
demand based on time ext rapolation forecasts are generally viewed as inadequat e forecast approaches.
Judgment based predict ions are simply forecasts of water demand based on the recommendation of an
"expert" famHiar with the system, who in theory has an " intuitive" f ee l for water demand specif ic to the
municipal system through prolonged experience with the system. Time extrapolation relies on the prediction
of water demand where t he only predicting variable is time. For example, 100,000 GPD were needed in the
first 10 years, 200,000 GPD w ere needed in the second 10 year period, and t herefore 300,000 GPO w ill be
needed in the third 10 year period. Both of these foreca sting techniques lack a t echnical rigor that is
appropriate and necessary when evaluating RAFN water right applications.
Of the remaining methods, one of t he most w idely implemented approaches, and the one that is presented in
detail in this document, Is the per capita requirements method, which is a form of the single coefficient model
approach. To determine RAFN utilizing this method project ed per capita or per household w ater demand must
be applied to the estimated future population w ithin t he service area at t he end of the pla nning horizon.
Per Capita Requirements Method
4
Municipal w ater demand is often considered a function of population and per-capita consumption (Prasifika
1988). The per capita requirements method relies on the following components to estimat e future water
demand: (1) projected f uture num ber of people or residential services, (la) if necessary a conversion factor
5
between people and residences , (2) average historical wat er use per capita, and (3) peaking factor(s). A
combined fut ure water demand is equal to the product of historical per capita demand, the to tal number of
people or connections, and an appropriate peaking factor.
Per Capita Water Demand

4

Strictly speaking t he " per capi ta" metric refers to w ater use per individual person per un it t ime. The strict and rigorous use of
this "per capit a" defi11ition is not always in evidence by water right applicants, Oft entimes mu nlcipalities do not know
specifica lly ho w many people are served and thus employ t he pot entially more useful "per dwelling unit" metric. The terms
"single family residence", "single family service connection", "single family dwelling unit" and "equivalent residential unit" can
be synonym ous with t he term dwelling unit. An essential detail of the RAFN application should be the strict definition of the
base water demand metric employed by t he mu11icipality.
5
Populat ion forecasts alw~ys predi ct a future population, depending on whether the city is fo recasting water demand by person
or by service connection t he applicant will need t o know the number of people per home in order to convert forecast population
values into forecast service connect ions. The U.S. Census Bureau provides data on "persons per household" in th eir State and
County QuickFacts data set s.
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Per-capita water consumption is highly variable from region to region and even from one system to
another within the same region. Factors that affect per capita water consumption include metering,
lot size, climate, age of system, residential irrigation demand, fire protect ion demand, water rate
structure,6 and physica l characte rist ics of the system. Table 3 summarizes various published values for
estimating per capita consumption.

Table 3 ~ Summary of Published Values of
A
ID ii C
• R 'd
Avg. Daily
Consumption per
Published Reference*
Person (GPO)

r

r

I

Linaweaver 1967
Fair 1971
Stephenson 2003
Baumann 1998
Cook 2001

I

Avg. Daily
Consumption per
Home (GPO)

100
100 -150

400

50 - 80

150 - 800
200

194

•Refer to Bibliography (Appendi~ Item 1) for reference details.

Resid~ntial irrigation can have a dramatic effect on per capita water demand. By some estimates
water demand to meet peak residential irrigation needs can be 700% of average daily water demand
without irrigation (Linaweaver 1967). Many municipal systems provide residential Irrigation.
However, a growing number of communities and municipalities do not support residential irrigation or
have a separate utility specific to irrigation. It is important when evaluating the reasonableness of
water demand values to know for certain whether residential irrigation is included in the demand.
Whenever possible, design flows for community water systems (municipal, community, or residential
subdivisions) shou ld be based on historical records or studies of similar water use in the area to be
served - ideally historical records w ithin the same system will be used. For established municipalities,
historical records should be the primary means of evaluating and determining per capita requirements.
When a wealth of historical records are available to draw upon, the applicant should rely on the most
contemporary values, as they are most likely to reflect future water usage practices.
Frequently, recent data reflect lower per capita usage than older data. This decreasing trend evident
in Idaho communities is consistent with national trends over the past three decades and is primarily
due to a declining number of residents per household and an increasing pervasiveness of water7
conserving (low flow) appliances in the home.
6

Water rat e structures are the frame work in which municipal water providers set the prices for their retail water sales.
Examples include flat rate and increasing block rate structures. In a flat rate structure the water user is charged a flat rate
regardless of how much wat er is used. In an increasing block rate structure the unit price for water increases as the volume
consumed increases, with prices being set for each block of water use. An increasing block rate structure rs much more likely to
communicate the value of water and encourage the efficient use of water amongst the users.
7
For n ational trends see: Rockaway, P.A. et. al. Residential water use trends in North America. Journal AWWA, 103:2, February
2011. In Idaho, United Water (Boise and SW Ada Coun ty) reported that from 2003 to 2011, the average UW customer' s water
usage has fallen nearly 23 percent. Greg Wyatt, United Water Idaho Vice President and General Manager, attributed the
reduced consumption to "successful implementation of a conservatfon program, as welf as weather patterns, plumbing codes
and the economy" (United Water 2011). In addition, the City of Meridian has seen not only a r!:!duction in per capita demand,
but also in total po table water demand since 2007, despite a rising population. Research conducted for the City's Water Master
Plan showed that residents served surface water fo r irrigation used about 112 gpcpd of potable water while residents tha t use
potable water for irrigation used about 224 gpcpd of potable water (both figures based on ADD). Because all new customers will
be served using surface water for irrigcition, the overall per capita demand should continue to drop without conservation
measures (City of M eridian 2011).
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It is not always possible, especially for newer communities, to estimate design flow from historical
records as described above. On a case by case basis, the Department can accept calculated est imates
for individual systems. There are several " per capita" estimation methods outlining practices and
guidelines for estimating domestic design flows currently supported by the Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality and the Department. ltem 3 of the appendix includes a discussion and
com parison of the various methodologies. Item 3 also describes and recommends a method than can
be relied upon by the applica nt to estimate demand as a last resort when actual historical data does
not exist. It is worth emphasizing that the preference in determining per capita demand is always
given to actual historical records and that it is only in rare instances that relying upon an artificial
means of estimating water demand by the methodology presented in appendix Item 4 is appropriate.
Peaking Factors
In the long term, water demand requirements can vary widely, increasing and decreasing in direct
correlation with changes to the population base that is served. Wide variatio n in w ater demand occurs
in the short term as well. Based upon t he transient needs of a stat ic population base, water demand
will vary seasonally, daily, and hourly. For example, water demand may be greater during the
irrigation season as opposed to the non-irrigation season. Daily in-home demand also increases during
t imes of high use at t he start and end of the workday, with daily lows occurring during the middle of
the night and early morn ing. These fluctuations in demand are normally estimated in terms of peaking
factors or multipliers, which are often expressed as a percent of average demand.
In general, distribution systems are traditionally designed to carry peak hour flows that typically
amount to 200-300 percent of the average day demand, with higher rates usually associated with
smaller systems (Ro binson and Blair 1984).
When discussing peaking fa ctors, it is important to distinguish bet ween average daily demand (ADD),
maximum day demand (MOD), maximum monthly average day demand (MMAD), peak hourly demand
(PHO), and peak instantaneous demand (PID). All or some of these terms will often be used in the
discussion of a municipal water supply system and as they are used by the Department these terms are
defined below. Table 4 summarizes several published ranges of values for residential peaking factors.

Table 4: Summary of Published Peaking Factor Values
Published Reference*
MOD: ADD
PHO: ADD
Dewberry 2002
Fair 1971
Harberg 1997
Linaweaver 1967
Llndeburg 1999
Mays 2000

1.5 - 3.0: 1
1.5 - 3.5: 1
1.4 - 1.7: 1
2.0: 1
1.5 - 1.8: 1
1.5 - 3.5: 1

2.25 - 4.50: 1
1.5 - 3.5: 1

2.0 - 4.0: 1
5.0 - 7.0: 1
2.0 - 3.0: 1
2.0 - 7.0: 1

• Refer to Bibliography {Appendix Item 1) for refere nce det ails.

Average Daily Demand (ADO) :
The average daily demand is the average of the daily volumes for a continuous 12 month design period
expressed as a volume per unit time (typically gallons per day). Often mun icipal records will only
contain monthly or yearly diversion va lues. In these instances average daily demand for the system is
equal to annual diversion volume or t he sum of the mo nthly diversion volumes for one year divided by
the number of days in the year .
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Maximum Month Average Daily Demand (MMAO):
The maximum monthly average daily demand is the average daily demand from the peak demand
month, which is typically July or August when out of home residential water use is at its peak. This
value can only be calculated when municipal records contain monthly diversion data. It is obtained by
dividing the monthly diversion volume by the number of days in the month, for each month, and
selecting the largest monthly value.
Maximum Day Demand (MOD):
The design maximum day flow is the largest volume of flow to be received during a continuous 24 hour
period in a calendar year, expressed as a volume per unit time. In order to determine this value,
diversion records must have a daily recording interva l. Often daily records are not available. In these
instances MDD values can be estimated by multiplying ADD or MMAD values by an appropriate
peaking factor. If storage is used by the water provider to meet peak demands, then the MDD value
represents the maximum diversion rate that should be authorized by the RAFN water right permit.
Peak Hourly Demand (PHO):
The des ign peak hourly flow is the largest volume of flow to be received during a one hour period
expressed as a volume per unit time. In order to determine this value, diversion records must have an
hourly recording interval. Municipal data with an hourly recording interval usually does not exist for
the entire water system and may only exist for a representative sample of the existing service area for
the specific requirement of determining peaking factors. In instances where hourly data does not exist
at all, an alternative means of estimating the peaking factor must be employed. If storage is not used
by the water provider, then the PHD value represents the maximum diversion rate that should be
authorized by the RAFN water right permit.
Peak Instantaneous Demand (PID):
The peak instantaneous demand is a municipal water supply system's anticipated maximum
instantaneous water flow. PID is typically met through a combination of direct diversion from surface /
water and/or wells and the release of storage water. PID should not be confused with the maximum
diversion capacity of some or all points of diversion associated with a municipal water supply system
(flow into the system), which is an altogether different value that has historically been used by the
Department during field examinations as a quantification of beneficial use. In municipal systems PIO
usua lly exceeds diversion capacity, with storage releases making up the difference. The PID design
value can be appropriate in the sizing of water mains, storage capacity, and other appurtenances
associated with a municipal water supply system, but it is not typically recognized in the field of water
supply planning and forecasting as an appropriate design standard for projecting future syst em
demand. As such, the use of PID in establishing a diversion rate in association with a RAFN application
is generally considered unsound and unlikely to be approved by t he Department. This position is
consistent with the Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems, which require that public drinking
water system be designe_d to provide either PH O or the MDD plus equalization storage (IDAPA 58.01.08
501.03).
Ideally, an engineering report or comprehensive plan should be submitted to the Department, which
includes the records, studies, and considerations used in arriving at design flows, including all relevant
peaking factors. In the absence of historical data or studies, the peaking factor(s) used to determine
the diversion rate of the RAFN permit could be estimated from an analogous system. To be considered
analogous, water systems should have similar characteristics including demographics, housing sizes, lot
sizes, climate, water rate structure, conservation practices, use restrictions, and soils and landscaping.
If neither historical data nor an analogous system can be found to estimate peaking factors, then the
default peaking factors summarized in Table 5 may be used by the applicant.
RAFN Municipal Water Right Handbook (Amendecl 2015)
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Table 5 - Department Standard
Default Peaking Factors (PF)
Ratio
MDD:ADD
MDD:MMAD
PHD:ADD

I

PF

2.0
1.3
3.0

As an exam ple on how to use t he peaking factors in Table 5, if the applicant has a known ADD value,
the MOD value can be determined by multiplying the ADD value by two. For peaking factors greater
than described in Table 5, the applicant will need to provide a technical engineering discussion
supporting the numbers. It is insufficient for an applicant to simply reference a published value or
claim a value as a standard of engineering practice in defense of values greater than those presented
in Table 5.
St o rage and th e Affects of Storage on Peaking Factors
Municipal water systems can apply a number o f strategies to meet t he system's peak demand. Some
municipalities rely exclusively on the source (surface water diversions and/or wells and booster
pumps) to meet peak demand, while other municipalities may rely on a combination of source and
storage facilities t o meet peak demand. Storage is a component of a municipal system consisting of
tanks and reservoirs that physically store water to provide water pressure, equalize pumping rates,
equalize supply and demand during periods of high co nsumption, and provide water for fire f ighting
8
and other emergencies during periods of power out ages • In some places, authorities overseeing
water system design mandate that storage be included in a water supply system and that peak
demands be met partially by storage. As an example, t he Washington State Department of Health
requires that demands in excess of the MDD (I.e. PHO and PID) be met by storage (WSDOH 2009). In
Idaho, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) requires storage if source capacity is less
t han PHD, in these instances storage is required such t hat the d ifference between source demand and
9
PHD is made up by equalization storage . So me references consider it poor engineering practice for a
public drinking water system to provide no storage capacity w hatsoever (Linde burg 1999).
It is important for the Department to identify to what extent storage will be utilized by a municipality
to m eet demand. The diversion rate associated with a RAFN applicatio n should reflect whether source
alone will meet PHO o r whether a combination of source and storage will meet PHO.
Per Capita Demand Conclusion
In conclusion, the following steps can be used t o forecast the residential water demand utilizing the
per capita demand forecasting approach:
Establish the ADD per capita water demand unit (person or residence) and quantity, preferably
from historical diversion records.
2. Select t he design demand value, ty pically PHD w hen source alone w ill meet the demand or
MDD when a combination of source and storage will meet demand.
1.

8

The storage being discussed should not to be confused with a seasonal storage component of a water right , which is water
stored for use at so me time in the fut ure and is described on the water right as storage.
9
Design File Note: Reservoi r Sizing- Public Water Systems (April 30, 1998) states, "The source copocity of o water supply must

at least equal (MDD]... lf the source capacity is e qual t o or greater /1han] [PHD], the n no storage Is needed other than pressure
tonks to prevent freque nt cycling. If the source capacity lies between {MDDJ and [PHO], then storage 1s required as defined in
this Guidance. "
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3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Multiply the ADO by the appropriate peaking factor to establish the per capita water demand
des ign value.
Establish the projected future total population.
If needed divide the population projection by the "persons per home" value to arrive at the
total number of residences to be served.
Multiply the total number of people or residences by the per capita water demand design
value to determine the total system-wide residential demand.
Apply necessary unit conversions to obtain the permitted rate units of cubic feet per second

(CFS)
Non-Resident ial Forecast ing
For many municipal systems residential water demand makes up the vast majority of total demand. As such,
many water supply systems, especially smaller systems, are designed mostly to serve single family residences.
If non-residential water is identified as being a significant portion of total demand it can be t aken into
consideration when establishing RAFN. Described below are two methods for est imating this demand.
The first method utilizes the concept of an equivalent residential unit (ERU). An ERU is a unit of measure used
to represent t he amount of water consumed by a typical f ull-time single-family residence (WSDOH 2009).
ERUs are synonymous with equivalent domestic units (EDU) as defined by the tdaho Department of
Environmental Quality (IDAPA 58.01.08 033.42). ERUs can be used to equate non-residential uses and/or
multi-family residential uses to the amount used by a single-fam ily residence. ERUs associated with all nonresidential uses are determined and added to the ERU count derived from actual single-family residences to
arrive at a total demand.
The disaggregate requirements forecasting technique is another common approach to estimating nonresidential water demand. ln disaggregate forecasting the water user identifies the demand of water
associated with any non-residential uses such as irrigation, commercial fa cilities, industrial facilities, public
facilities, recreation uses, etc. and sums them to arrive at a total non-resident ial water use demand. Historical
records are often the best source, and the source preferred by the Department, for estimating the demand
associated with non-residential uses. A qualified analogous system can be another recognized source of
information for estimating disaggregate w ater demands.
A tabula r summary of average daily demands for a variety of disaggregate uses {Table 6) is presented in
Appendix Item 4. Table 6 has been adapted from a num ber of sources and does not represent the final
authority on the water demand values presented. It should be noted that the values in Table 6 are average
daily values. It may be necessary to apply a peaking fa ctor or multiplier to the values to obtain a MDD or PHO
equivalent value.
Other sources of disaggregated water demand values that may provide additional guidance include individual
engineering references, individual w ater demand studies, the Uniform Plumbing Code, the American Water
Works Association, and the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality. When properly referenced and
applied, all of the sources previously described can be used if historical or analogous data are missing.
Regarding RAFN demand for the irrigat ion of law ns within com munity open spaces, parks, golf courses,
cemeteries, etc., and the evaporative loss of water associated with decorative and aesthetic ponds, demand
can be est ablished by the appropriate evapotranspiration (ET) values as published by ET_ldaho (Allen and
Robison 2009). In recognition of the co nt ributio n of precipitatio n to irrigat ion requirement it is appropriate to
use the precipitation deficit (Pder) values in place of actual ET (ETact), Appropriate values would include utilizing
data from the nearest ET_lda ho station and as available, using the categories of "Precipitation Deficit {GrassTurf (la wns) - Irrigated}" for Pdef associated w ith lawns and grass and "Precipitation Deficit (Open waterRAFN M unicipal Water Right Handbook (Amended 2015)
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shallow systems (ponds, streams))" for Pder associated with municipa l ponds and water features. When
th
est imat ing diversion rates associated wit h Pdef it is appropriate to use the 20% exceedance (80 percentile) 3day moving average rate from the month with the largest ET rates. In light of the conservative methods
allowed in determining Pcter, quantification of the demand associated with ET loss from lawns and open water
bodies should not include the use of peaking factors or multipliers.
3.

Permitting RAFN Water Rights

For an application for RAFN to be accepted by t he Department it must include a current application correctly
10
and completely filled out, a municipal water right application checklist completely filled out, the appropriate
fees, and a detailed narrative or report summarizing the methods used to determine RAFN. The report must
specifically address t he four fundamental components of RAFN as identified in section 2 of this document.
Lastly, the application package must contain a summary of the applicant' s existing municipa l water rights
11
portfolio and som e form of gap analysis.
Existing Municipal Water Rights Portfolio
In order for an applicant to formulate a requested RAFN proposa l, understa nding of the future demand is only
half the equat ion. The applicant must also understand the existing supply of water available to it. Therefore,
an evaluation or accounting of all existing municipal wate r right permits, licenses, decrees, and claims is
needed to establish the water supply authorized on paper. This includes the review of water right permits and
w ater rights designated municipal, as well as existing permits and rights with other designations that are
beneficially used under the contemporary "municipal purposes" umbrella as defined in I.C. §42-2028 (6).
Final Determination of RAFN Permit Diversion Rate (Gap Analysis)
An application for RAFN should contain completed analyses of the fut ure water demand (resident ial, nonresidential, and UAW) and the existing water right portfolio. The future water demand calculations should not
include cu rrent or future fire flow requirements, as ldaho Code does not require a water right to engage in fire
fight ing activities (§42-201). Neither should the requirement of redundant groundwater points of diversion be
12
The final RAFN water right permit
used as justification for an additional increment of future benef icia l use.
diversion rate is typically calculated by taking t he combined projected dema nd of residential and nonresident ial water use, multiplied by a factor to account for UAW, less the total diversion rate of water already
13
provided in the applicant's cu rrent water rights portfolio.

(Municipal Demand in Ending Year) x (UAW Factor) - (Existing WR Diversion Rate)
(RAFN Permit Diversion Rate)

=

The municipal provider's water rights portfolio must include the water rights already held by the provider for
municipal purposes and may also include any of the following:
•
Rights held by the municipal provider for other purposes such as irrigation

10

A copy of the mu nicipal water right application checklist is included in t he appendix as Item 5.
Gap analysis is used in this instance to refer to the analysis of the difference (gap) between what will be needed and what is
currently provided for by the existing wa ter right portfolio.
12
Each point of diversion, including alternate points of diversion to provide a redundant supply, requires authorization under a
valid water right.
13
Alternatively, some municipal water systems with mixed sources of water supply divert water under the authority of water
rights with late water right priority dates. This leaves the municipal provider susceptible to curtailment, a regulation based on
water right priority date. In such a case, when the curtailment of water rights associated with one source (ex. surface water) do
not limit the exercise of water rights diverting from a second source (ex. ground water), the Department may find the municipal
provider w ill use its RAFN water right as an alternative supply. This would result in combined flow limits between the existing
municipal water rights and a RAFN permit.
11
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•

Rights held by other entities, such as homeowner's associations for municipal use wit hin the proposed
RAFN service area

•

Rights held by other entities for non-municipal uses within the proposed RAFN service area

The RAFN applicant should explain t he assumpt ions regarding t he inclusion o r exclusion of t hese rights in t he
gap analysis. If the rights will be used forfuture municipa l demand within t he proposed RAFN service area,
regardless of ownership, the rights must be subtracted from the reasonably anticipated future needs
projection o r counted among the water rights available t o meet t he reasona bly anticipated future needs.
Item 6 of the Appendix is a detailed example of the determination of RAFN for a hypothetical RAFN application
including analysis of RAFN service are~, planning ho rizon, populat io n projection, water demand, and existing
water right portfolio.
Final Determination of RAFN Permit Volume
RAFN w ater right permits should not be limited by volu me except in t hose instances w here a volume limitation
is necessary to protect the water supply source.
RAFN Permit Approval Conditioning
When issuing a RAFN water right perm·It the Department will include standard approval conditional language
that identifies the permit for reasonably anticipated future needs {X64). All permits that do not-have a
condit ion designating RAFN stat us w ill be deemed as non-RAFN permits by the Department. All RAFN permits
shall include approval conditions requiring the following:
•
Filing of the proof of beneficial use no sooner than 4.5 years after the permit is issued (standard
condition 236)
•
Full system capacity constructed by the date the permit holder submits proof of application of water
t o beneficial use (standard condition 909),
•
Inclusion of an updat ed RAFN analysis with the supmittal of t he proof of beneficial use (standard
condition 237),
•
Capacity Installed for redundancy or for fire protection should be excluded when quantifying the
amount of w ater developed for municipal purposes (standard condition 926),
•
Submittal of a field examination and report co nducted and prepared by a Certified Water Right s
Examiner (CWRE) with the proof of beneficial use (standard condition 910).
Amending a permit from non-RAFN to RAFN
Consistent with Application Processing Memo #18 (Administrative Memo adopted October 19, 2009) and
Depart ment policy, a perm it issued to a municipal provider that does not provide fo r RAFN cannot be later
amended to gain the benefits of a RAFN permit .
4.

Licensing RAFN Water Rights

With the submittal of proof of beneficial use in association with a RAFN w ater right permit, the permit holder
ls required to submit a field examination report completed by a CWRE. As required by I.C.§42-217, the
st atement of com pletion for proof of benefici al use shall include a descript ion of the extent of use and a
revised estimate of RAFN, containing a revised description of t he RAFN service area, a revised plann ing
horizon, and appropriate supporting documentation. Appropriate supporting documentation means a revised
analysis of the same RAFN su pport material submitted at the time of application reflecting t he system as it
exists at the end o f t he pe rmit development period. Also included should be a revised gap analysis including
an updated portfolio of existing water rights. If proof is not submitted by the proof due date and an extension
to the permit develo pment period has not been granted, as prov ided under Idaho Code §42-204, the permit
shall lapse and be of no further force nor effect as required under Idaho Code 42-218a.
RAFN Munici pal Water Right Handbook (Amended 2015)
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Review of the Description of the Extent of Use
At the time of licensing the Department must first review the "description of the extent of use", including
accompanying evidentiary material, and make a determination of the extent of beneficial use that has
occurred and whether the permit should be licensed in part or in full. If the permitted amount has been
beneficially used already, because the provider experienced unexpected rapid growth, no further review is
needed and the full permitted amount can be licensed.
Idaho Code §42-219(8) states "A license may be issued to a municipal provider for an amount up to the full
capacity of the system constructed or used in accordance with the original permit... 11 (emphasis added}. IDWR
interprets the restrictive language in §42-219 to limit the authority of the agency to only license RAFN permits
up to the full capacity of the system constructed or used. Full capacity constructed means significant
infrastructure has been constructed to accommodate delivery of water throughout the RAFN service area. Fu II
capacity constructed entails more than engineering plans or in-place financing.
Components of significant infrastructure will always include at least the following:
• For ground water diversions a constructed well or series of wells and their associated capacities, for
surface water diversions constructed diversion facilities and their associated capacities, or for mixed
sources some combination thereof.
• Storage tanks when included as an integral part of the design.
• Trunk lines (major supply conduits) sized and constructed to anticipate service beyond the physically
constructed limits of the delivery system at the time proof of beneficial use is submitted.
Significant infrastructure does not have to include the following:
•
Service laterals (i.e. stub outs to lots that have not been built out)
•
Ma\n line and/or lateral line extensions beyond the physically constructed limits of the delivery system
at the time proof of beneficial use is submitted.
• Water quality treatment facilities for diversions in excess of the demand at the time proof of beneficial
use is submitted.
• Pumping capacity for diversion in excess of the demand at the time proof of beneficial use is
submitted.
Significant infrastructure will never include the following:
• Diversion works and distribution system capacity available for fire protection and/or redundant supply.
(The additional capacity provided does not require a water right, so licensing the additional capacity
would unintentionally increase the estimated demand to provide for unsupported future growth. 14)
Therefore, when reviewing the "description of the extent of use" and accompanying documentation,
Department staff must review the improvements that have been made, which will typically lie somewhere
between full system build out and no system build out, to determine to what extent the RAFN permit should
be licensed.
Review of Revised RAFN Characteristics Including Diversion Rate
With the proof of beneficial use submittal the permit holder should submit a revised description of the RAFN
specifically addressing each of the four fundamental components of a RAFN package: (1) service area; (2)
planning horizon; (3) population projections within the planning horizon; and (4) water demand. Department

14

Small mun icipal systems may not be designed for peak demand and fire flow. ln such a case, the a vailab le capacity might
Justify the full capacity of the system.
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staff shall review the revised RAFN in a manner similar to the application review process as detailed in sections
2 and 3.
At the time of licensing, depa rtment staff can update the RAFN service area, the plan ning horizon, and
diversion rate as appropriate based on the review of new material and the field examination report. Diversion
rate and planning horizon can only be amended downward to reflect a revised lowered future water demand.
If new RAFN analysis at the time of licensing Indicates an increase in water demand the additional diversion
rate and/or longer planning horizon associated with the increased demand must be pursued under a new
application for permit or transfer.
Final Determination of RAFN License Volu me
RAFN water right licenses should not be limited by volume except in those instances w here a volume limitation
is necessa ry to protect the water supply source.
RAFN License Approval Conditioning
When issuing a RAFN water right license the Department will include standard approval conditional language
that identifies the license for reasonably anticipated future needs (X64). All llcenses that do not have a
condition designat ing RAFN status will be deemed as non-RAFN licenses by the Department. All RAFN licenses
shall also include approval conditions requiring that all future needs must be constructed and used by the end
of the planning horizon (109) and that the place of use (POU) associated with a RAFN water right shall not be
changed to a location outside of the service area (110).
Nonuse of RAFN Water Rights
If sufficient proof of beneficial use is submitted before the end of the permit development period and the
municipal water right is licensed for an amount of water for RAFN, the requirement that the system needed to
provide water for the RAFN be fully constructed and used by the end of the municipality's planning horizon will
continue as a condition of the license. If the municipal provider fails to construct and use the com plete system
by the end of the permit planning horizon, or the anticipated future needs do not materialize by the end of the
planning horizon, the quantity of w ater under the license may be revised to reflect the needs that actually exist
at the end of the planning horizon.
5.

Transfer of RAFN Water Rights

The portion of any water right described with a beneficial use of RAFN cannot be transferred or modified to
have a beneficial use other than RAFN . However, water rights w ith beneficial uses other than RAFN can be
transferred or modified to a RAFN use.
Idaho Code §42-222 governs the transfer of water to and from RAFN status. W hen a transfer proposes
changing the nature of use of a water right to municipal purposes for RAFN, the municipal provider shall
provide to the Department sufficient information and documentation to esta blish the transfer applicant
qualifies as a municipal provider at t he time of application, is providing water t o a m unicipality or
munic·1palities, and that the RAFN, the service area, and t he planning horizon are consistent with Idaho Code.
Supporting documentation must be included with the transfer application including t he same RAFN support
material that would be submitted wit h an RAFN applicatio n as outlined and described in Section 2 of this
document. As discussed in Section 3, gap analysis including a current portfolio of existing water rights must
also be included with the transfer application. A transfer application proposing to use a RAFN water right as an
alternate source in times of curtailment should include justification for the proposal w ith the application.
Water rights or portions of water rights that identify RAFN as the beneficial use shall not be changed to a place
o f use outside the RAFN service area or to a new nature of use (1.C. §42-222). The effect of this statutory
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language eliminates the modification of a RAFN water right by transfer for anything other than the addition of
a point or points of diversion.
Final Determination of RAFN Transfer Volume
RAFN water rights created by transfer from an existing non-RAFN municipa I right shou Id not be limited by
volume except where a volume limitation existed ·in connection with the water rlght1 s use prior to the transfer.
A transfer to cha nge the nature of use of an established water right from non-municipal to municipal purposes
for RAFN shall limit the volume of water to the historic consumptive use established prior to the change.
RAFN Transfer Approval Conditioning
When issuing a RAFN water right transfer the Department will include standard approval conditional language
that identifies the water right for reasonably anticipated future needs (X64). All transfers that do not have a
condition designating RAFN status will be deemed as non-RAFN water rights by the Department. All RAFN
transfers shall also include an approval condition requiring that the system must be fully constructed and used
by the end of the planning horizon (109). Finally, all RAFN transfers shall include an approval condition limiting
the RAFN to use within the service area and restricting a change in the purpose of use (110).
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Appendix Item 3
Comparison of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and the Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality Methodologies for Quantifying Residential In-Home Use
The Department's Administrative Memorandum Application Processing #22 (AP22) dated June 4, 1980,
addresses the 'Definition of Domestic' and provides guidance, in the form of a chart (Figure 1), for quantifying
the rate of flow necessary for the in-house cu linary use for multi-household systems. The memo states, "The

flow identified on this graph should be used as a guideline in determining and reviewing domestic use rates of
flow on applications for permit with more than one hookup. Greater flow can be accepted if justified." Figure 1
Is titled "Maximum Instantaneous Water Requirements for Domestic Use" and depicts a power function
relationship between the number of houses served (N) and the water demand (Q) in cubic feet per second
(CFS). The following equation represents the relationship depicted on Figure 1 of AP22 and allows for the
calculation of Q strictly as a function of N.
. Eqn. 1:

Q (CFS)= 0.0473"'(N)

0 4817
·

AP22 does not make clear whether "maximum instantaneous water requirement" is equivalent to peak hour
demand (PHO), peak instantaneous demand (PID), or some other value. Nonetheless, for communities ranging
from 2 to 1,000 homes this has historically been the equation that Department staff used to quantify the
permitted diversion flow rate specif ic to in-home domestic use when no other rate was justified. It does not
account for demand associated with out-of-home uses, namely irrigation.
The Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems administered by DEQ mandate the capacity of public
drinking water systems to be a minimum of 800 gallons per day (GPD) per residence (IDAPA 58.01.08 5520l(a)). This is equivalent to 0.6 gallons per minute (GPM) and 0.001 CFS. The rules define this amount as the
"design maximum day demand" (MOD) exclusive of irrigation and fire flow requirements (IDAPA 58.01.08 5520l(a. i)). The rules go on to say that the MDD may be "less than 800 GPO if the water system owner provides

information that demonstrates to the [Department of Environmental Quality's} satisfaction the maximum day
demand for the system, exclusive of irrigation and fire flows, is less than 800 GPO per residence". The value of
800 GPD per residence was likely initially derived from the Federal Housing Administration's minimum des ign
standards (FHA 1965). The rules do not address peaking factors. However, if we use the standard values from
Table 5 we can determine a PHD of 1,200 GPO per residence (PHO= 1.s•MDD). The following figure compares
the water demand functions for 1 to 1,000 homes as derived from AP22 and the Idaho Rules for Public
Drinking Water Systems.
At first glance it appears there is a conflict between AP22 and the Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water
Systems. This conflict could potentially lead to a deficient municipal water supply system with a combined
water right diversion rate, less than the diversion rate mandated by the Idaho Rules for Publlc Drinking Water
Systems. However, such a conflict does not exist for two reasons. First, the Idaho Rules for Public Drinking
Water Systems address the concept of "storage" and the ability of equalization storage, in sufficient quantity,
to compensate for differences between a water system's maximum pumping capacity and peak hour demand.
Furthermore, the rules also address the abil'1ty of equalization storage plus fire suppression storage, both in
sufficient quantity, to compensate for the difference between a water system's maximum pumping capacity
and peak demand plus fire flow, in those systems t hat provide fire flow (IDAPA 58.01.08 003-71). Secondly,
the 800 GPD In-home use value is only valid when MOD flows in the system are equal to or greater t han 800
GPO. If actual MOD flows are less than 800 GPO they can be recognized as a valid demand for the system
(IDAPA 58.01.08 552-0l(a.iii)).
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One obvious deficiency in both methods is their lack in quantifying an irrigation demand component, leaving
the task of determining total residential demand only partially completed. Anot her deficiency in the Idaho
Rules for Public Drinking Water System is their treatment of demand as a linear function, as it is commonly
accepted that for larger communities, demand is not linear with respect to number of homes (Ameen 1965).

Domestic Use (In-House) Diversion Rate Quantification
Comparison
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It is desirable for the Department to have a single recommended method for quantifying residential demand
that addresses both in-home and out of home uses including irrigation. Such a method was developed by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (DHUD) in their publication titled A Study of Residential
Water Use (Unaweaver 1967}. This method has the added advantage of being currently adopted and under
implementation by the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ 2005). The DHUD method is
presented below in detail and it is recommended that this method be used by applicants and the Department
in determining residential demand for those communities for which actual historical demand data does not
exist.
The DHUD method calculates the maximum daily demand (~00} and peak hourly demand (Oi>Ho) as functions
of average daily in-home use (~oD), consumptive use associated with residential irrigation, and the variability
associated with the magnitude of the input factors influencing the demand and the diversity effect associated
with the number of dwelling units or residences . The following equations (equations 2 through 8) have been
derived from t he DHUD publication with some modifications specific to Idaho and the Department. The
following equations express t he steps necessary to determine values for '4,00 and/or QPHD·
Eqn. 2:
QMoo: maximum daily demand (GPD)
~ 00 : average daily in-home demand per residence (GPD)
C: unit conversion constant
Ls: average irrigable area in acres per unit
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Pd,r: precipitation deficit for irrigated turf grass, i.e. lawn {inches)
crMoo: variability in magnitude of factors and the number of dwelling units

Equation 3 allows for the calculation of ~DD as a function of average home value from 1965. Equation 4 is
used to adjust contemporary home values by inflation to determine historical home values from 1965. When
desired for simplicity or lack of data, a ~DD value of 250 GPD can be substituted for the results of Equation 3 if
desired by the applicant.
Eqn. 3:

~oD = 3.46*V1965 + 157, where

V 1965 : average market value in $1000 per residential lot in 1965.
Eqn. 4:

46

Vms = V 2010/{1.044) , where
v2010: average market value in $1000 per residential lot in 2010.

Equation 5 is used to cal cu late the average irrigable area term ( Ls) and assumes that irrigation practices are
uniform across the entire community. If a source other than the municipal water system is used for irrigation
(i.e. surface water irrigation water rights) the L, term should equal zero.
Eqn. 5:

126
,

Ls= 0.803 *(W}"

where

W = gross housing density in dwelling units per acre
Equation 6 is used to calculate the variability term, crMoD•
Eqn. 6:

+

crMoo = [(1,090 166,000*L/) + (5,480,000/n)J112, where
n: number of residences or residential lots

The method presented herein also supports the calculation of a QPHo as a function of the QMoD value previously
determined. The following equation allows for the calculation of QPHD•
Eqn. 7:

QPHD = 2.02*{QMDDl + 334 + 2*crPHD, where
crPHD: varia bi\ity in magnitude of factors and the number of dwelling units

Equation 8 is used to calculate the variability term, crPHD•
Eqn. 8:

crrHD = [(2.02*(1,090 + 166,000*L/)) + (12,300,000/n)]
n: number of residences or residential lots

112

,

where

The method presented and described above is automated in a spreadsheet tool prepared by the
Department titled "ResidentialDemandCalculator.xlsx" and is available from the Department upon request.
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Appendix Item 4
T bl 6 S

fA

•

D ·1 N

R

"d

Description of Water Use
Airport (per passenger)
Apartment, multiple family {per residence}
Bank (per SF)
Barbershop (per chair)
Bathhouse (per bather)
Beauty Salon (per station)
Boardinghouse (per boarder)
Camp:
Construction , semi-permanent (per worker)
Day, no meals served (per camper)
Luxury (per camper)
Resort, day and night {per camper)
Tourist, central bath and toilet (per person)
Car Wash (per SF)
Cottage, seasonal occupancy (per resident}
Club
Country (per resident m ember)
Country (per nonresident member present)
Highway Rest Area (per person)
Hotel
Private baths (2 persons per room)
No private baths (per person)
Institution other than hospital (per person)
Hospital (per bed}
Laundry/Laundromat
Self-serviced (gallons per customer)
Self-serviced (gallons per machine)
Livestock Drinking (per animal}
Beef, yearlings
Brood sows, nursing
Cattle or steers
Dairy
Dry cows and Heifers
Goat or sheep
Hogs/swine
Horse or mules
Livestock Facilities
Dairy Sanitation (milk room}
Floor flushing (per 100 SF)
Sanitary Hog Wallow
Motel
Bath, toilet, and kitchen (per bed space)
Bed and toilet (per bed space)
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Water
Consumption

3-5
50
0.05

55
10
95
50
50

15
100-150

50
35
4.9
50

100
25
5

Units

GPO
GPO
GPO
GPD
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO

50-68
50
75-125
200-400

GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO

50
400-500

GPO
GPO

20

GPO
GPO

6
12
20

15

GPO

GPO
GPO
GPO

2
4

GPO

12

GPD

500

GPO

10
100

GPO
GPO

65- 100
50

GPO
GPO
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Table 6 Continued - Summary of Average Daily Non-Residential Water Uses
Water

Description of Water Use
Parks
Overnight, flush toilets (per camper)
Trailer, individual bath units, no sewer connection
(per trailer)
Trailer, individual baths, connected to sewer (per
person)
Picnic Ground
Bathhouses, showers, and toilets (per picnicker)
Toilet facilities only (gallons per picnicker)
Poultry (per 100 birds)
Chicken
Ducks
Turkeys
Restaurant
Toilet facilities (per patron)
No toilet facilities (per patron)
Bar and cocktail lounge (add. quantity per patron)
Toilet facilities {per seaUchair)
School
Boarding (per pupil)
Community college (per student and faculty)
Day, cafeteria, gym, and showers (per pupil)
Day, cafeteria, no gym or showers (per pupil)
Day, no cafeteria, gym, or showers (per pupil)
Service Station
Service Station (per vehicle)
Service Station (per SF)
Store/Retail
Department, no food service (per SF)
General (per bathroom stall}
General (per SF)
Shopping Center/Malls (per SF}
Swimming pool (per swimmer} ma_intenance (per 100
SF)
Theater
Drive-in {per car space)
Movie (per auditorium seat)
Worker
Construction (per person per shift)
Day (school or offices per person per shift)
Factory (gallons per person per shift)

Consumption

I

Units

25

GPO

25

GPO

50

GPD

20
10

GPO
GPD

5-10

GPO
GPD
GPO

22
10-25
7-10
2.5-3

2
24-50
75-100
15

25
20
15
10
0.18 ·

0.04

GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPD
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO
GPO

0.25

GPO
GPO
GPD
GPO

10

GPO

5

GPD
GPO

400

0.05

5
50

GPO

15

GPO
GPO

15-35

Table 6 has been adapted from the following sources: Dewberry 2002, Praslfka 1988, and WSDOH 2009.
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Appendix Item 5
Municipal Water Right Application Checklist
STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTl\ffii'ff OF WATER RESOURCES

:.\ U.,":\" ICIPAL 'WATER RIGHT APPLICATIOX CHECKLIST
FOR AN APPLICATION TO APPROPRIATE WATER FOR MUNIClPAI.PURPOSES
An application to appropriate waler for municipal purposes must be prepared in accordmce with the requirements
lisred below to be acreptable for processing by the Department There are two types of permits fur mllllicipal water
use. The first type of municipal permit pro\.ides water for reasonably anticip2ted future needs (RAFl'-1) o,er a
defined planning horizon.' The seoond type of municipal permit, called non-RAFN, pro,ides water solely for use
to meet needs th.at will arise in the ne.u-term (ft,e years)? A non-RAFN permit may have .2n annual ,·olumc
limitation .aJiSociated with it Each type of municipal w.i.ter me h.u a distinct set of review requirements.
App1ic3ntName:
1. Type of Municipal Pr-o\.ider. Applicantmmtqu.alify as a Municipal Provider to obtain a municipal water right
See Id2ho Code § 42-202B (5). Check one:

O
D

§

Type 1 - Municipality
Type2 - Fr.i.ncltise or political subdi,.-ision supplyi.ug water to a municipality
Type 3 - Corporation or association regulated as a "public water supply" sylrun by IDEQ

D

Attach documentation of qualification as a Municipal Provider. See Jdaho Code § 42-202(2).

2. List existing Water Rights (perm.its, licenses, decree3, .i.nd beneficial use claims) a.vailllhle to the :ipplicmt for
municipal needJ. These rights m.ay or may not h3ve a putpose of use expressly defined as "municipal".
Include asepar:rte aru.clune:nt :u needed.
Right Number

N2tUre of Use

Diversion
Rate(d3)

Annual Vol.

SCl'\-ice hea.

(acre-feet)

3. Li.It the total diYersion tare from Item 2. Be mre to account fen my combined diversion r:ite limits
approv;;J conditions of~ right liited.
_ _ _ CFS (tobl from 2)

4

wth~

List the total ,·ohlill.e from Item 2. Be sure to account for any combined \'olume limib in the approval
___ M (tot:u from 2)
conditiom of each right listed

' Fot a thorough dbcu ssiDD ofRAFN ·watar r!ghh, n eIDWR's R.st:0111111,mdationsfor ths P,·ou ssingofR.s.aronabf.>,
A11ti&lpa1sdFunm1Ne«b (R.,JF?-?.\!imit:i;xJl Warsr R.igll!Sat u,s TimBoj~pplicaricm LiteJi.ri'lg, aniJT,·:mifer.
"Fors thorough discunimi ofnoo-RAFN wa!Hr1~ts, s~seIDWR.' s Appli<:atianProc:.aning?-.lemcnn:lwru'lo. 18.
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j.

Planning Horizon. Sec Idaho Code § 42-202B (7). Check one:

0

D

RAFN. Specify planning horizon: _ years. Ending year: 20_. Go to Item 6.
Non-RAFN (::;5 ye2rs). Go to Item 7.

6. If application is for RAFN:

An:;ch justification for plmning horizon. s~ Idaho Code § 42-202(2) and § 42-202B(7).
Attach description of ser.ice area. See ld2ho Code § 42-202(2) and § 42-202B(9).
Attach population projection within the ;;ervice 2rea 0\"er the planniug horizon. See Idaho Code § 42202(2) and § 42-202B(8).
!IJ Attach evaluation for demand within the service area. over the planning horizon. See I~o Code § 42202(2) and § 42-202.B(S).
Ii.I; Attach any supporting documentation relei.·mt to the RAFN application, !Uch ~ comprehensive pl.an! or
other planning documents.

D
D
D.

Does d=d exceed the tot.all listed in Items 3 and 4?
N

y

mi Jill
liJ lilJ

Ram?
Volume?

Jf the .:mswer is "No" to both rate and volume and a new point ofdiYersion is needed_ .file a tnnsfer application
pwsrumtto ldahoCooe § 42-222(1).

7. If application is for uon-RAFN:
\\lien submitting proof of beoefirul. use, non-RAFN permit holders will be required to show that water was
di..-erted for an ;dditional increment of beneficial Ille O\"er existing ~er rights during the authorized
de\·elopment period, wh.ich may be up to fo·e years from the d.rte of approv.21.. Do exi!ting demand and short
term needs exceed the combined 211thQ1'izatious fr.om the eiwtfug w.ater rights listl'l<I. in Items 3 and 4?

y

N

•D •O

Rate?
Volume?

If the answer is "No" to bo1h r:rte and volume and a new point of dn,ersion is needed, file a trm1fer .application
purru.anttoldaho Code§ 42-222(1).
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Appendix Item 6
Example Determination of RAFN for a Small Rural Municipality
Description of Municipality
Gem City is in the process of acquiring grant money to create a master water plan and expand their existing
municipal water system. It has taken this opportunity to apply for a permit for RAFN water rights by
conducting a thorough analysis of the future projected demands and their existing water right portfolio. Gem
City is located in Benewah County. Gem City currently uses storage to meet demands in excess of their
maximum day demand (MOD) and plans to continue this practice into the future. Gem City has recently
updated their comprehensive plan (comp plan) including updates to their incorporated city limits and t heir
area of city impact as depicted in Appendix Item 3. The planning horizon associated with t he recently adopted
comp plan is 20 years. Gem City does not have a current master water plan.
Gem City has rigorously defined their non-residential water use as follows: one hospital (20 beds), one barber
shop (5 chairs), one beauty salon (5 stations), one car wash {1,000 square feet (SF)), one Lau ndromat (10 wash
machines), one motel (30 bed spaces), three restaurants (combined seating 80), one elementary school with
cafeteria and no gym or showers (100 students), one middle school with cafeteria, gym, and showers (60), and
one high school with cafeteria, gym, and showers (60 students), one service station (1,000 SF), and 45,000
square feet of existing retail space. For the next 20 years Gem City has projected an additional development of
30,000 SF of retails space and two factories employing 30 people per shift per day apiece. Gem City has a
single 2-acre park within the city limits and a 10-acre cemetery outside the city limits.
U.S. Census Bureau data for Gem City for the last four censuses conducted is summarized in the following
t able. The U.S. Census Bureau also reports average persons per household for Gem City at 3.14 in the year
2000 and 2.81 i n the year 2010.

Gem City, ID
Year

1980
1990
2000
2010

I

Population*

610
804
990

1044

•us Census Data
Gem City's monthly municipal water system diversion volumes for years 2005 and 2010 are summarized in the
fo llowing figure. Gem City does not have a separate irrigation utility and all residential irrigation is provided
for by the municipal water system. Gem City does not have diversion data with a finer recording interva l than
monthly. They have no understanding of their MDD:ADD or PHD:ADD peaking factors, nor adequate data to
support the analysis and derivation of these values.
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Gem City Historical Diversion Records
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The following table summarizes Gem City's existing water rights portfolio.
Gem City Water Right Portfolio

WR No.

95-123
95-1234

Beneficial
Use Desc.

Diversion
Rate (cfs)

Annual
Diversion Vol.
(AF)

Municipal
Municipal

0.20
0.20

N/A
N/A

Analysis - Service Area
Gem City's proposed RAFN service area can include all areas within the existing area of city impact (largest
planning boundary that has been adopted by the City). It can include areas outside of the city's area of impact
where water service is currently provided through interconnection. It cannot include proposed service areas
outside the area of city impact where water service is not already provided. In addition, it cannot include the
service area of other municipal water providers and it cannot include areas included in an overlapping
comprehensive land use planning area as adopted by another municipality. For the sake of the example we
will assume that appendix Item 2 illustrates t he service area for the RAFN.
Analysis - Planning Horizon
Gem City has recently adopted a new comp plan with a 20 year planning horizon associated with the
document. There are no other appurtenant planning documents such as a master water plan from which to
reference an alternative planning horizon. Since a RAFN planning horizon cannot be inconsistent with
comprehensive land use plans adopted by the City, the planning horizon is limited to 20 years. In addition, 20
years is consistent with the values presented in Tables 2 and 3 further confirming it as an appropriate value for
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use with this RAFN proposal.
Analysis - Populat ion Projections within the Planning Horizon
Gem City does not have any studies of population growth or demographics specific for the ir community.
Therefore, U.S. Census Data represents the only available data regarding the population and demographics of
Gem City. To avoid skewing population predictions to ephemeral trends within the census data, it is
appropriate to look at a minimum of three decades worth of census data. The following f igure is an x-y scatter
plot of Gem C\ty population data and years (blue diamonds). Exponential (blue line) and linear (red line)
relationships have been molded to the census data and are depicted on the figure illustrating two different
models between population and time.

Gem City, ID Population Forecasts
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2

Statistically speaking both models can be considered highly significant with coefficient of determination (R )
values of 0. 9513 for the linear model and 0.9282 for the exponential model. Presented indepe ndently either
model could be considered reasonable. However, when the two models are presented together, allowing for
comparison, the linear model establishes a better fit. As such, the linear relationship should be selected to
forecast future populations. Since application for RAFN is being made in 2011 and the planning horizon has
been established at 20 years, we are interested in forecasting the population for the year 203 1 (or year 51
when 1980 = year 0). The following ca lculation establishes the futu re population at the end of the planning
horizon.
P 2031

= 14.88*(51) + 638.8 = 1,398 people

Analysis - Water Demand
Gem City has presented data for two different water service years, 2005 and 2010. Consistent with state wide
and national trends, even though the service population of the town went up from 2005 to 2010, the demand
went dow n, slightly. Since 2010 best captures existing demand characteristics, which are most likely to
translate forward in time, it is appropriate t o use dat a from 2010 to establish water demand.
Gem City has presented tota l diversion records and a breakdown of non-residential deman d. They have not
provided a breakdown of residential demand exclusive of non-resident ial demand nor have they presented
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data on unaccounted for water (UAW). Without a breakdown of residential demand it is hard to make use of
the non-residential demands. From t he total diversion data it is possible to derive a per capita water use, but
this va lue w ill incorporate or carry with it the non-resident ial demand component. Because of the lack of data
exclus·1ve to residential demand the applicant should not utilize the non-residential data in forecasting water
demand.
The following table summarizes monthly water demand dive rsions for 2010. It also summarizes per capita
monthly average daily demand, which was calculated by assuming a static population over t he entire course of
the year of 1,044 people.
Gem City 2010 Municipal Water Supply System Diversion Records
Monthly ADD
No.
2010 Monthly
Monthly ADD
per Capita
Month
Days
Div. (gal)
(GPO)
(GPO)

I

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

Dec

31
30
31
31
30
31
30
31

5,354,690
3,547,730
3,771 ,120
5,102,560
4,259,420
6,009,070
7,014,390
9,285,620
6,21 6,640
5,737,530
5,507,040
5,151 ,590

Annual

365

66,957,400

Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

31
28
31

30

172,732
126,705
121,649
166,752
137,401
200,302
226,271
299,536
207,221
185,082
183,568
166, 180

165
121
11 7
160
132
192
217

287
198
177
176
159

From this data we can calculate the average dally demand (ADD) per capita by dividing the total diversions
(66,957,400 gallons) by 365 days by 1,044 people. For 2010 ADD equals 176 gallons per day (GPD) per capita.
We can also determine the maximum monthly average dally demand (MMAD) per capita by dividing monthly
t otal diversions by the number of days in the month by 1,044 people and selecting the largest value. For 2010
we can see that the MMAD is equal to 287 GPD per capita and this value occurred in August, which is logical,
as this is the month likely to necessitate the greatest irrigation demand on t he system. Sufficient data does
not exist to calculate maximum day demand (MOD) or peak hourly demand (PHO). Therefore, to determine
these values, in consideration of the fact that historical data and analogous systems are insufficient to derive
actual values for this example, we will rely upon the peaking factor values presented in Table 3. Utilizing
values from Table 3 we can calculate MDD from MMAD by multiplying MMAD by 1.3, this calculation yields a
MDD per cap·1ta value of 373 GPO. Alternatively we could calculate MOD from ADD by multiplying ADD by 2.0,
this calculation yields a MOD per capita value of 352 GPO.
To calculate the total projected future water demand we must multiply t he future population at t he end of
planning horizon (1,398 people) by the selected per capita demand value. Since Gem City relies on storage to
meet peak hourly dem and, the maximum day dema nd represents the design demand value for forecasting
future w ater demand. Since estimations o f MOO from ADD and MMAD are both valid approaches it is
appropriate to use the larger of the two values. With these considerations in mind the projected future MDD
w ater demand is equal to 362 gallons per minute (GPM) or 0.81 cubic feet per second (CFS). Gem City does
not have any data on UAW. In t his event we can use a maximum UAW value of 10% of total diversions.
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Therefore, after accounting for UAW the projected future MOD water demand can be adjusted to 0.91 CFS

(0.83 + 0.10*0.83).
Review of Gem City's existing water right portfolio indicates that the city already has 0.40 cfs of diversion rate.
This value must be subtracted from the projected future MOD water demand to determine the diversion rate
value that will be included on the new RAFN water right, in this instance the final RAFN diversion rate value will
be 0.51 CFS (0.91- 0.40).
Gem City's proposed RAFN service area will include a municipal wate'r right for 0.20 cfs currently owned by a
homeowner's association within the proposed service area. The disposition of this water right should be
addressed in the RAFN application.
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